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The Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering organized 
26th National level symposium conducted on 19.10.2023. Every year, Zenista brings 
pupils from various colleges whose minds are challenged by unique issues from the 
real world, aiding them in developing as engineers. We conducted 7 events, out of 
which four technical and three non-technical events. 

The Inaugural session started at 10 am with the following chief guest and 
guest of honour 
1.Ms.R.Santhabharathi, Senior Space Scientist, U.R.Rao Satellite centre, ISRO, 
Bengaluru 
2.Ms.V.C. Keerthi, Our proud Alumnus(1998-2002), Director-Head of Third party Risk 
Management, Cognizant Technologies, Chennai 
 Technical events: 

1.Crack-a-code -This event  is about series of password protected pdfs,one  who 
unlocks the all the pdfs declared as winner 

2.Binary blast –This is about  to create a participants to exhibit their innovative 
ideas which creates impact on the society 

3.Sow-a-seed – This event gives  enormous space to all the participants to present 
their start-up ideas 

4.Electrofix -it is  team event comprises of three rounds. Firstly error circuit 
debugging , next is to predefined output from the participants,at last they have to 
build a circuit 

Non-technical events:    

1.Flick and beats is a quiz event contains many entertainment topics  and it’s is one 
of the favorite of all participants 

2.Xpresso-11  , in this event participants take on the roles of team owners,analyse 
player profiles and engage in fierce bidding wars to assemble their  fantasy IPL 
squad. 



3.Pixieland is the platform to enhance the interest of participants to show case their 
photograph passion for capturing the essence of world. 

And also conducted team events in both technical and non-technical events. 

Number of Students registered per events is as follows 

S.No Event  Name Number of Registration 
1.  Crack-a-code 181 

2.  Binary blast 225 

3.  Sow-a-seed 81 

4.  Electrofix 65 

5.  Flick and beats 234 

6.  Xpresso-11   246 

7.  Pixieland 207 

 

Totally we got 1239 responses in a span of 10 days,  

We got more registration from many colleges like 

S.No College Name 
1.  Sri sairam engineering college 
2.  Sri sairam institute of technology 
3.  St.Josephcollege of engineering 
4.  SRM institute of science and technology 
5.  Saveetha engineering college 
6.  RMK engineering college 
7.  Panimalar engineering college 
8.  Meenakshisundararajan engineering college 
9.  Jayashakthi engineering college 
10.  RMD engineering college 
11.  Rajalakshmi engineering college 
12.  Tagore engineering college 
13.  Sri manakulavinayagar engineering college 
14.  Panimalar institute of technology 
15.  Rajalakshmi institute of technology 
16.  Francis Xavier engineering college 
17.  Dr.MGRuniversity 
18.  Sathyabama institute of science and technology 
19.  Visat engineering college,KERALA. 

 



and the Technical symposium Zenista2k23 was well organized and successfully 
completed with Valedictory function in the same day (19.10.2023) afternoon. The 
winners cash prizes for all the events are distributed to the participants by  

Dr S.Brindha,Prof/ECE Department, Sri Sairam Engineering college, 

Dr S.Sumathi, Prof/ECE Department, Sri Sairam Engineering college, 

Dr P.Prakash & Mr.C Alwin vinifred, Assoc.Prof/ECE Department, Sri Sairam 
Engineering college. 

 

 


